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Atomic magnetometers are highly sensitive detectors of magnetic fields that monitor the evo-

lution of the macroscopic magnetic moment of atomic vapors, and opening new applications

in biological, physical, and chemical science. However, the performance of atomic magne-

tometers is often limited by hidden systematic effects that may cause misdiagnosis for a va-

riety of applications, e.g., in NMR and in biomagnetism. In this work, we uncover a hitherto

unexplained interference effect in atomic magnetometers, which causes an important sys-

tematic effect to greatly deteriorate the accuracy of measuring magnetic fields. We present a

standard approach to detecting and characterizing the interference effect in, but not limited

to, atomic magnetometers. As applications of our work, we consider the effect of the interfer-

ence in NMR structural determination and locating the brain electrophysiological symptom,

and show that it will help to improve the measurement accuracy by taking interference ef-
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fects into account. Through our experiments, we indeed find good agreement between our

prediction and the asymmetric amplitudes of resonant lines in ultralow-field NMR spectra

– an effect that has not been understood so far. We anticipate that our work will stimulate

interesting new researches for magnetic interference phenomena in a wide range of magne-

tometers and their applications.

Quantum sensors with new capabilities are revolutionizing methodologies for biological,

physical, and chemical science1. These quantum devices exploit quantum properties or quantum

phenomena to detect weak signals, and can achieve sensitivity and precision approaching the most

fundamental limits. Notable examples include superconducting quantum interference devices2, 3,

or superconducting qubit sensors4–6, atomic magnetometers7, 8, and nitrogen-vacancy centres9, 10.

Their capabilities of high sensitivity and spatial resolution provide new opportunities in applied

physics and other areas of frontier science. For example, nitrogen-vacancy centres have unlocked

the door for nanoscale magnetic resonance11–13. Atomic magnetometers have been demonstrated

with subfemtotesla sensitivity14–16 and quickly become the promising modality for precision mag-

netic measurements17–19. Particularly, atomic magnetometers are applied to detect nuclear mag-

netic resonance (NMR) in ultralow magnetic field, and deliver new promising applications ranging

from chemical analysis20–23, quantum control24–27 to fundamental physics28–31.

Although great progress has been achieved for the development of atomic magnetometers,

further improvement of their performance requires a full understanding of the relevant detection

processes. The detection process of magnetometers can be described by the dynamic evolution of
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atomic spins, such as atomic Bloch equation32, 33 and Liouville equation34. Quasi-steady-state solu-

tion of the dynamics equation is usually adopted in previous works32–34. However, as we will show

in this work, the quasi-steady approximation results in an important systematic effect of measuring

magnetic field and could cause misdiagnosis for a wide range of magnetometer applications, e.g.,

in NMR35–37 and in biomagnetism17, 38, 39. For example, it has been extensively demonstrated that

the NMR signals recorded with atomic magnetometers uncommonly differ from the expected val-

ues with a few tens of percent distortion28–30, 35–37. This poses a rather puzzling situation and limits

the accuracy of determining the structural information and molar concentration of NMR samples40.

Moreover, without the prior knowledge of the hidden systematic effect, it would reduce the accu-

racy of atomic magnetometers in locating the magnetic field sources, such as for diagnosing the

brain electrophysiological symptom17, 38, 39 and defects in Li-ion battery cells41. Therefore, there

is a pressing need for a subtle analysis of the relevant physical processes and achieving a precise

detection model in atomic magnetometry.

In this work, we uncover a hitherto unexplained interference effect in atomic magnetom-

etry, which causes a significant systematic effect to deteriorate the accuracy of measuring mag-

netic fields. Unlike the common approach that takes quasi-steady approximation32–37, our work

investigates the dynamic response of atomic magnetometers, which is the essential origin of the

interference effect. We present a standard approach to detecting and characterizing the interfer-

ence in atomic magnetometers, and show that it provides a very precise prediction of the detected

signals by taking interference effects into account. As applications of our work, we discuss the

effect of the interference for a variety of applications, e.g., in NMR and biomagnetism. Through
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our ultralow-field NMR experiments, we demonstrate the interference of NMR signal fields and

provide the first explanation for the hitherto unexplained asymmetric amplitudes of resonant lines

in NMR spectra, significantly improving the accuracy for determining the structure and molar con-

centration of NMR samples35–37. Moreover, we show that understanding the interference behavior

greatly increases the information content of atomic magnetometer signals, e.g., the light-shift field

of alkali-metal atoms42, 43 and the sign of the Landé g-factor of nuclear spins. We anticipate that

our work to the first finding of the interference effect in atomic magnetometers will stimulate in-

teresting new researches for magnetic interference phenomena in a wide range of magnetometers.

RESULTS

Response matrix in atomic magnetometer. The studied system is an atomic magnetometer (sen-

sitivity ≈ 25 fT/Hz1/2) with a warm 87Rb vapor cell (0.7× 0.7× 1.0 cm3 and a wall thickness of

1 mm), whose setup is described in Fig. 1. The vapor cell contains 700 torr of N2 in addition to a

small amount of 87Rb metal, placed inside a five-layer mu-metal magnetic shield to screen out the

ambient magnetic field. A circularly polarized laser beam (795 nm, 5 mW) optically pumps the

87Rb atoms along the z direction, while a linearly polarized probe laser (780 nm, 1 mW) traveling

along the x direction provides a Faraday rotation detection signal for the magnetic field. Moreover,

an uniform magnetic field along the z axis is applied to induce a Zeeman effect on 87Rb atoms,

where the resulting Zeeman precession is much smaller than spin-exchange rate. More details of

the setup are presented in Methods and Supplemental Information I.
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The electron spin evolution of 87Rb atoms can be described by a Bloch equation for the

electron spin polarization P as follows32–34:

dP
dt

=
1

q
[Ω(t)× P +Rop(ẑ− P)− ΓSDP− ΓprP], (1)

where Ω(t) = gsµBB(t), gs ≈ 2 is the electron Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, B(t) =

[Bx(t), By(t), Bz] is the applied magnetic field including to be measured Bx(t) and By(t) along

x and y direction and a static bias Bz along z direction, q is the nuclear slowing-down factor that

takes into account the effect of the nuclear spin on the electronic spin44, Rop is the optical pumping

rate due to the pump laser and causes spin relaxation because the absorption of a pump beam

photon changes the atomic angular momentum, ẑ is the unit vector along the z axis, ΓSD is the

relaxation rate due to spin-destruction collisions32, and Γpr is the rate of depolarization due to the

probe beam. Then, the total spin relaxation rate is Γ = Rop + ΓSD + Γpr.

For slowly changing magnetic fields B(t), one can obtain the quasi-steady-state solution of

Eq. (1), which was used in earlier works32–36. Unlike the common approach that takes quasi-steady

approximation, we consider a more general case B(t) = [Bx0 cos(2πνt + θx0), By0 cos(2πνt +

θy0), Bz] where the quasi-steady-state solution might be invalid and the dynamic response solu-

tion must be taken into account. Although our considered case is simple, it can be applied in a

wide range of applications, from biomagnetic measurement (ν ∼ 1-40 Hz)17, 38 and detection of

signals in NMR and magnetic resonance imaging (ν ∼ 1-300 Hz)19–23 to paleomagnetism (ν ∼ 1-

100 Hz)15 and searches for axion dark matter (ν ∼ 1-100 Hz)28–31. Here Bx0, By0 are assumed to

be so small that they cause only a perturbation on the atomic polarization P. Thus, atomic magne-

tometer can be seen as a linear system and we can describe its response in a form of linear-response
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theory (see Methods and Supplemental Information II):Px
Py

 =

Υxx(ν,Bz) Υxy(ν,Bz)

Υyx(ν,Bz) Υyy(ν,Bz)

 ·
1

2
Bx0e

i(2πνt+θx0)

1
2
By0e

i(2πνt+θy0)

 + c.c. (2)

with Υxx(ν,Bz) = Ax(ν,Bz)e
iΦx(ν,Bz) and Υxy(ν,Bz) = Ay(ν,Bz)e

iΦy(ν,Bz). The index x and y

are permutation symmetric, suggesting Υyy(ν,Bz) = Υxx(ν,Bz) and Υyx(ν,Bz) = Υxy(ν,Bz).

The response matrix Υ(ν,Bz) builds up the relationship between the output signal of the atomic

magnetometer and the input magnetic field [Bx0 cos(2πνt+ θx0), By0 cos(2πνt+ θy0)]. Aξ(ν,Bz)

and Φξ(ν,Bz) (ξ = x, y) are, respectively, the amplitude and phase response functions, and satisfy

the following relations

Ax(ν,Bz)/Ay(ν,Bz) =
(gsµB)Bz√

Γ2 + (2πν)2q2
, (3)

∆Φ ≡ Φx(ν,Bz)− Φy(ν,Bz) = arctan(−2πqν

Γ
). (4)

In our experiments, the optical rotation angle of probe laser is proportional to the atomic

Px polarization along the direction of propagation (see Fig. 1), thus we only focus on Px and

the partial response matrix Υx(ν,Bz) ≡ [Υxx(ν,Bz),Υxy(ν,Bz)]. Υx(ν,Bz) is time-independent

and only depends on the parameters of the atomic magnetometer. According to Eq. (2), it clearly

shows that the output signal Px is a weighted superposition of the x and y components of the

magnetic field with the different amplitude and phase responses if Ax(ν,Bz) 6= 0,Ay(ν,Bz) 6= 0

and Φx(ν,Bz) 6= Φy(ν,Bz). For slowly changing magnetic fields (i.e., ν→0), we reach the quasi-

steady-state solution, i.e., Φx(ν,Bz) = Φy(ν,Bz) = 0. It is also clearly seen, from Eq. (3) and (4),

that the dynamic response solution in (2) deviates from the quasi-steady-state one when the con-
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dition of slowly changing is violated. As we show below, this dynamic response feature will bring

new experimental phenomena which cannot be explained through the quasi-static assumption.

Interference effect in atomic magnetometer. Figure 2A schematically shows the basic interfer-

ence effect resulting from the response of atomic magnetometer in (2). The output signal of the

atomic magnetometer s(t) = αPx(t) is an oscillating signal. Here the proportionality constant α

summarises, e.g. amplifier gains and conversion factors of detectors (see Supplemental Informa-

tion I). The amplitude of the oscillating s(t) signal is

S2
tot = (S2

x + S2
y)(1 + χ cos ∆φ), (5)

where Sx = Sx(ν,Bz) = αAx(ν,Bz)Bx0 and Sy = Sy(ν,Bz) = αAy(ν,Bz)By0 respectively

denote the amplitude of the output oscillating signal when there only exists the x- or y-component

in the input magnetic field B(t). The term “χ cos ∆φ” represents the interference effect when the

x- and y-components are both nonzero. Here the interference phase ∆φ = ∆Φ+(θx0−θy0) and the

interference contrast χ ≡ 2SxSy/(S
2
x+S2

y). Notice that the interference effect vanishes when Sx =

0 or Sy = 0 or ∆φ = ±π/2. The details of the interference effect depend on both the response

matrix and the input magnetic field (or the detected magnetic field). Importantly, the interference

effect results in a systematic error of measuring magnetic fields when the interference is not taken

into account. For example of our atomic magnetometer, when a bias field Bz ≈ 600 nT is applied

and two oscillating fields are applied with same amplitudes and same initial phases, ∆Φ ≈ π
5

and |χ cos ∆Φ| ≈ 0.81 (details are shown in the part of interference calibration) and accordingly

∼ 5% systematic error of the oscillating field amplitude results from the hidden interference effect.

When this atomic magnetometer is applied to detect NMR signals, we show below that there is a
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few tens of percent distortion on NMR peak intensities due to the interference. Thus, it is worthy

to evaluating the interference in atomic magnetometers before they are used as detectors.

Our work provides a standard approach to detecting and characterizing the interference phe-

nomenon in, but not limited to, atomic magnetometers. Unlike the common approaches that only

test the single-axis performance through applying a single-axis calibration field32, 34, we measure

the performance of magnetometers under multiple oscillating magnetic fields. In this way we can

obtain hidden dynamic response of magnetometers and extract the important information about the

interference effect. As the response matrix Υx(ν,Bz) is constant for certain ν and Bz, Υx(ν,Bz)

can be experimentally calibrated for a given setup by the following measurements. An oscillating

magnetic field B0cos(2πνt) is, respectively, applied to the magnetometer along the ξ axis as a ref-

erence input, and then the amplitude Sξ(ν,Bz) of the output signal is recorded as a function of the

bias field Bz (see Supplemental Information II, Fig. S5). One can further sweep the frequency ν

of the input oscillating field to obtain Υx(ν,Bz) at arbitrary ν. Figure 2B shows the experimental

measurements for the amplitude responses Aξ(ν,Bz) vs. different bias field Bz at ν = 222 Hz. We

observe that Ax(ν,Bz) and Ay(ν,Bz) are both non-zero in certain range of Bz around zero. This

illustrates that the atomic magnetometer could be simultaneously sensitive to the magnetic fields

along the x and y axes. The center of symmetry, i.e., the magnetic field where Ay(ν,Bz) reaches

its maximum and Ax(ν,Bz) = 0, is slightly shifted away from zero. This is because the total mag-

netic field acting on the 87Rb atoms is the sum of the external bias field and the light-shift field BLS

due to the virtual transitions of the 87Rb atoms in the presence of the pump laser42, 43. Thus, the

response function should take the light-shift field into account by replacing Bz by B̃z = Bz +BLS.
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We do not consider the individual phases, but only the difference ∆Φ = Φx(ν,Bz) −

Φy(ν,Bz), since the interference effect only depends on the phase difference ∆Φ, as shown in

Eq. (5). ∆Φ(ν,Bz) was measured from the interference amplitude Stot(ν,Bz) of the output sig-

nal when the field B0cos(2πνt) is simultaneously applied along both x and y axes to the atomic

magnetometer (see Supplemental Information II). In this case, θx0 = θy0 = 0. Using Eq. (5) and

the results of Sx(ν,Bz) and Sy(ν,Bz) measured above, |∆Φ(ν,Bz)| was experimentally extracted

and its sign was further determined by using Eq. (4). Figure 2C shows the experimental data of

the phase difference response of the atomic magnetometer. Obviously, ∆Φ 6= 0 illustrates that the

phase response of the atomic magnetometer along the x and y axes are different. More general

response matrix and its characterization are presented in Methods.

In addition to the above approach of detecting the interference, we show that it is relatively

simple and intuitive to observe the interference effect in practical applications. This is because

the practical magnetic fields, e.g., biomagnetic fields17, 38, 39 and NMR fields generated by organic

compounds35–37, naturally have components along different axes to the magnetometers. As a typi-

cal example, we demonstrate the interference in NMR signals recorded with atomic magnetoeme-

ters and shall see the interference effect interprets NMR asymmetric spectra, i.e., large differ-

ences of the amplitudes of resonant lines, which are greatly distorted from the conventional NMR

prediction21, 22, 35 and have never been well understood before.

NMR interference asymmetric spectroscopy. Atomic magnetometers, usually operated at ul-

tralow magnetic field, provide a high-sensitivity detection approach for ultralow-field NMR21, 22.
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Our NMR experimental setup is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 and Supplemental Information I.

Liquid-state NMR samples are contained in 5-mm NMR tubes, and pneumatically shuttled be-

tween a prepolarizing magnet and a rubidium vapor cell. The bottom of the NMR tube is ∼1 mm

above the rubidium vapor cell. During the transfer, a guiding magnetic field (≈ 1 G) is applied

along the transfer direction to preserve the initial spin state, and is abruptly switched off within

10 µs prior to signal acquisition. After the quench, the spins are no longer in an eigenstate of the

system Hamiltonian. The resulting evolution generates a time-dependent magnetic field B(t) (on

the order of pT), which is detected by the atomic magnetometer.

The equilibrium state ρeq = 1/2n(1 +
∑

j εjIjy) (high-temperature approximation, the ther-

mal polarization εj = γjBp/kBT ∼ 10−6) initially prepolarized in a permanent magnet (Bp ≈

1.3 T) evolves under the NMR HamiltonianH =
∑

i;j>i 2πJijIi ·Ij−
∑

j γjBzIjz, which generates

an oscillating nuclear-spin magnetization M(t) = n~Tr[ρ(t)
∑

j γjIj] with ρ(t) = e−iHtρeqe
iHt.

Here Jij is the strength of scalar coupling between the ith and jth spins, Ij = (Ijx, Ijy, Ijz) rep-

resents the jth spin angular momentum with gyromagnetic ratio γj , n is the molecular density of

the sample, and |γjBz| � Jij for ultralow field NMR. The oscillating nuclear magnetization M(t)

creates x and y oscillating magnetic fields B(t) on the atomic magnetometer, i.e., [Bx(t), By(t)] ∝

[−Mx(t), 2My(t)] in our case (see Supplemental Information III). The total nuclear magnetiza-

tion M(t) in fact comes from the contributions of those in all resonant transition frequencies νab,

i.e., M(t) ≡ n~
∑

a,b Mνab(t). Thus the magnetic field induced by the magnetization has this

form [Bx(t), By(t)] ≡ [
∑

a,bB
νab
x (t),

∑
a,bB

νab
y (t)] with Bνab

x (t) = Rνab cos(2πνabt + θνabx0 ) and

Bνab
y (t) = 2Rνab cos(2πνabt+ θνaby0 ). Here the initial amplitude Rνab and phase θνabx0 , θνaby0 are deter-
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mined by the initial spin state ρeq and the transition itself at νab. In particular, the phase difference

between θνabx0 and θνaby0 is useful for calculating the interference term χ cos ∆φ, i.e., θνabx0 −θ
νab
y0 = ±π

2
,

where the sign ± depends on ρeq and the transition itself (see Supplemental Information III).

Figure 3 shows the experimentally observed NMR spectra of some samples, clearly exhibit-

ing asymmetric characteristics on their spectral amplitude. For example, the relative NMR peak

amplitudes for acetic acid are theoretically predicted to 1:3:6:6:3:1, but in practical experiments

the ratio is measured to be 1:4.6:12.3:16.4:6.2:1.5 (as shown in Fig. 3C), which significantly differs

from the expected ratio and strictly cannot be the criterion to determine the structural information

of the sample. Similar asymmetric NMR spectroscopy has also been observed in other ultralow-

field NMR experiments28–30, 35–37, in which the asymmetric phenomena are ubiquitous with the

detection of atomic magnetometers. We show that the interference can indeed yield new insights

into these asymmetric phenomena. According to the interference effect in Eq. (5), the observed

spectral amplitude for each NMR transition peak at νab depends on the response phase difference

∆φνab = ∆Φ(νab, Bz)+θ
νab
x0 −θ

νab
y0 and the contrast χνab = 4Ax(νab, Bz)Ay(νab, Bz)/[A2

x(νab, Bz)+

4A2
y(νab, Bz)], which depend on the difference frequency νab. When χνab cos ∆φνab > 0 NMR

peak exhibits constructive interference or when χνab cos ∆φνab < 0 NMR peak exhibits destructive

interference, which leads to the asymmetric spectra. The detailed analysis is presented in Supple-

mental Information IV. In contrast, the quasi-steady-state solution with the assumption of ∆Φ = 0

presents χνab cos ∆φνab = 0 and thus fails to explain the asymmetric NMR spectra.

We quantitatively investigate the asymmetry of the NMR spectra at different bias fields Bz.
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As discussed previously, Aξ(ν,Bz) and Φξ(ν,Bz) of the atomic magnetometer vary with the ex-

ternal field Bz, and thus the resulting asymmetry of NMR spectra should also depend on Bz. Take

the two-spin system (the formic acid) as the test system. Figure 4A shows the NMR spectra at

the different Bz, from which we can clearly see that the asymmetry of the doublet strongly de-

pends on the bias magnetic field Bz. Define the amplitude asymmetry of the formic acid doublet

as η ≡ (Ampl−Amph)/(Ampl + Amph), where Ampl (Amph) is the amplitude of the NMR peak

at lower (higher) frequency. Figure 4B also shows that the measured asymmetry η (brown squares)

varies with the change of the bias field Bz, along with the theoretical simulations (blue triangles)

obtained by using Eq. (2) and the experimental response function in Fig. 2. In most cases (region

I and III in Fig. 4B) the NMR spectrum exhibits negative asymmetry (ηI < 0 and ηIII < 0) while

close to the zero bias field (region II in Fig. 4B) ηII > 0.

As observed in Fig. 4B, the amplitude ratio crosses through zero at two different fields. One

point is forBz = 0, where the doublet of formic acid collapse into a single resonant peak and thus η

is defined as zero. The other point is nontrivial, resulting from the light-shift fieldBLS that the 87Rb

atoms experience in the presence of a laser field42, 43. Hence the effective field experienced by 87Rb

atoms is B̃z = Bz+BLS, which enters the response function Ax(ν, B̃z)/Ay(ν, B̃z) ∝ B̃z in Eq. (3).

When the external field Bz is precisely set to compensate the light-shift field, i.e., Bz = −BLS, the

vapor cell equivalently works in zero field and the amplitude response Ax(ν, B̃z)/Ay(ν, B̃z) = 0

at any frequency. In this case, the interference contrast χ is zero between the x and y magnetic

field components. This importantly suggests a method to eliminate the NMR spectral asymmetry

by choosing a proper external bias field or pump beam power. When NMR signals are measured
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at such conditions, the experimental spectra can be recovered to the symmetric spectra as expected

by conventional NMR theory. Our method can be immediately applied to improve the performance

of ultralow-field NMR experiments in recent works28–30.

We further show that the asymmetric NMR spectra, which were so far considered to be

an unwanted distortion, can be highly useful for obtaining new information. Firstly, the spectral

asymmetry can be used as an approach to measuring the light-shift field, which widely exists in

atomic magnetometer, atomic clock, and atomic spin gyroscope. Figure 4C shows the measured

light-shift field is directly proportional to the pump beam power, which is good agreement with the

theoretical expectations for the light-shift field. In contrast with existing approaches33, our method

does not require additional drive or frequency modulation, and it is simply based on the spectral

asymmetry of NMR sample to determine the light shift. This unique advantage makes our method

particularly well suited to light-shift measurements, as it can produce no significant static or radio

frequency fields contamination. Secondly, the NMR interference asymmetric spectroscopy can

also provide the sign information of the Landé g-factor of nuclear spins. This comes from the

important result of the spectral asymmetry: ηI/|ηI| = ηIII/|ηIII| = g/|g|, where g is the Landé

g-factor, ηI and ηIII denotes the asymmetry ratios in region I and III, respectively. For example,

the Landé g-factor of the f = 1 manifold in formic acid is negative due to the asymmetry ratios

ηI, ηIII < 0 (see Fig. 4). The detailed proof and generalized result are presented in Supplemental

Information IV. The measurement of the absolute sign of Landé g-factor overcomes the dilemma

in conventional NMR spectroscopy where the signs of Landé g-factor are usually lost or only the

relative signs can be determined.
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DISCUSSION

Based on the dynamic response of atomic magnetometers, we build up a comprehensive model to

subtly analyze the signals detected by atomic magnetometers. Furthermore, we uncover a novel

interference effect in magnetometers due to the contributions from different detection paths to the

observed signal. Our work could be immediately applied to characterize the interference effect in

applications such as biomagnetic measurements45 and battery diagnostics41 using atomic magne-

tometers, and allows for high-accuracy measurements of magnetic fields. A promising application

is using arrays of high-sensitivity atomic magnetometers to monitor the faint magnetic-field signals

from human brain activities17, 38, 39. The weak brain magnetic field (on the order of 100 fT) gener-

ated by neural currents spatially distributes around the magnetic sensor and its components along

different directions probably interface with each other when recorded with atomic magnetometers,

resulting in the systematic error of the actual brain field amplitudes. If such interference occurs

and without the prior knowledge of interference in magnetometers, it would reduce the accuracy

in locating the brain electrophysiological symptom17. To make the biomedical diagnosis more

accurate, one can use our present standardized approach to evaluating the interference in atomic

magnetometers comprising of MEG in advance, and further take the observed interference param-

eters into account for the MEG data post-processing, enabling an improved accuracy in using the

atomic magnetometers in practical clinical applications.

Moreover, the interference effect of atomic magnetometers plays a significant role to influ-

ence the intensity of NMR peaks, that is one characteristic property of NMR spectra and critical
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for determining the structure of organic compounds, molar concentration of samples and NMR-

based quantum information processing (QIP)46, 47. For example, the distortionless enhancement

by polarization transfer (DEPT)40 experiments use NMR peak intensities to determine functional

groups (e.g., methine, methylene and methyl). Distance information as well as their connectivity

between spins can be well derived from relative NMR peak intensities in spin diffusion or correla-

tion experiments48. Besides, NMR is one of the several proposed approaches for QIP, which relies

on NMR peak intensities to encode and readout the information of quantum states46, 47 and quan-

tum gates25. However, NMR intensities may differ from the theoretical values due to the existence

of interference and thus, this makes experimental conclusions become increasingly uncertain. To

overcome this limitation, our work provides a solution to characterize the hidden interference ef-

fect and takes it into account for the analysis of NMR spectra, enabling a higher confidence for

gaining precise knowledge from NMR spectra.

Although the interference has been identifies in many systems, such as optical interferometry

and atom interferometry49, it has not been reported in the area of magnetometry, either experimen-

tally or theoretically. Our work reports for the first time that the interference can indeed occur

in atomic magnetometry and such interference could result in a significant systematic effect of

measuring magnetic fields. While this work focuses on atomic magnetometers, our approach to

testing and characterizing interference effects could readily be extended to examine myriad quan-

tum sensors, such as nitrogen-vacancy centres11–13, Bose-Einstein condensate magnetometers50,

single-ion magnetometers51, and even electric-field sensors52. Identification of the interference ef-

fect in such quantum sensors will be important for future precision measurements, particularly for
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magnetic resonance spectroscopy11–13, 35–37, biomagnetic medical diagnosis17, 38, as well as for their

fundamental applications28–31.

METHODS

Experimental setup. The 87Rb vapor cell works in a stable temperature 180oC by resistive heating

with using twisted coils and 20-kHz AC current and is placed inside a five-layer mu-metal magnetic

shield (shielding factor of 106). There are two sets of orthogonal three dimensional coils placed

around the vapor cell. One set of coils are used to apply uniform bias magnetic field (below 1 µT)

along the z axis. The another set of coils connect with arbitrary wave-function generators and

are used to apply oscillating magnetic fields for measuring magnetometer response functions. The

rubidium atoms in the vapor cell are optically pumped with a circularly polarized laser beam,

whose frequency is tuned close to the center of the buffer-gas broadened and shifted D1 line.

The magnetic field is measured via optical rotation of linearly polarized probe laser beam, whose

frequency is detuned from the D2 transition by about 100 GHz. To suppress the influence of low-

frequency noise, the polarization of the probe laser beam is modulated by a photoelastic modulator,

and the probe signal is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier.

Atomic spin polarization. Based on Eq. (1), one can derive

dP±
dt

=
±iΩz − Γrel

q
P± ∓

iΩ±(t)

q
Pz, (6)

where Ω(t) = gsµBB(t), P± = Px ± iPy, and Ω±(t) = Ωx(t) ± iΩy(t). When the magnetic

fields along the x and y directions are small, the steady-state z component of the electron spin
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polarization is Pz,0 ≈ Rop

Γ
and the Pz can be replaced by Pz,0 in Eq. (6). After replacing Pz by Pz,0,

the solution of the above equation is

P+ = e−
∫ Γ−iΩz

q
dt[C1 + Pz,0

∫
−iΩ+(t)

q
e
∫ Γ−iΩz

q
dtdt]. (7)

This solution describes the general form of the electron spin polarization Px and Py. Eqs. (2), (3),

(4) are derived from Eq. (7) when the detailed applied field B(t) = [Bx(t), By(t), Bz] is given.

More details are presented in Supplemental Information II.

Generic approach to measuring atomic response matrix. Here we consider the generic ap-

proach to characterizing the response matrix Υ(ν) for arbitrary quantum sensors7, 13, 50–52. The

measured magnetic fields are assumed to be small, and thus quantum sensors can be seen as lin-

ear systems. When there is no prior knowledge of the response performance of sensors, it should

measure the response of sensors to all magnetic fields along the x, y, z axes. In this case, the re-

sponse matrix Υ(ν) can be represented as a 3×3 matrix, which builds up the connection between

the spin polarization [Px, Py, Pz] and the input magnetic field [Bx0 cos(2πνt+θx0), By0 cos(2πνt+

θy0), Bz0 cos(2πνt+ θz0)]:
Px

Py

Pz

 =


Υxx(ν) Υxy(ν) Υxz(ν)

Υyx(ν) Υyy(ν) Υyz(ν)

Υzx(ν) Υzy(ν) Υzz(ν)

 ·


1
2
Bx0e

i(2πνt+θx0)

1
2
By0e

i(2πνt+θy0)

1
2
Bz0e

i(2πνt+θz0)

 + c.c., (8)

where Υij(ν,Bz) = Aij(ν)eiΦij(ν) (i, j = x, y, z). Notably, Eq. (8) is the generalized form of

Eq. (2). To obtain response matrix Υ(ν), it is necessary to experimentally measure a class of

amplitude response functions Aij(ν) and phase responses Φij(ν). Similar to the description in
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the main text, the procedure of measuring response functions is described as following: (1) For

arbitrary Aij(ν), one applies an oscillating magnetic field B0cos(2πνt) along the j axis, and then

measures the amplitude of the output signal Pi; (2) For arbitrary Φij(ν), we do not consider the

individual phases, but only the difference, for example, ∆Φix = Φix(ν) − Φiz(ν) and ∆Φiy =

Φiy(ν) − Φiz(ν) which use Φiz(ν) as the reference phase. The method to measure such phase

differences is the same with that described in the main text. (3) For arbitrary frequency ν, one can

sweep the frequency of the applied oscillating field and repeats the above steps (1) and (2).
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Figure 1: Diagram of experimental setup for an atomic magnetometer and ultralow-field
NMR spectrometer. BE: beam expander, LP: linear polarizer, PD: photodiode, PEM: photoelastic
modulator. As shown in the inset, the NMR sample is located at a distance of 1 mm above the Rb
vapor cell. See the text and see Supplemental Information I and Methods for details.
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Figure 2: Interference effect in atomic magnetometry and atomic response functions. (A)
Basics of the quantum sensor resulting in the interference effect: The magnetic field components
along the x- and y-axes both affect the sensor but the observed signal is given only by the sum
of their contributions, which have different sensitivities (amplitudes Ax, Ay) and phases (Φx, Φy).
(B) Experimental amplitude responses Ax and Ay as functions of Bz. (C) The phase difference
between the phase response Φx(ν,Bz) and Φy(ν,Bz) as a function of Bz. Here ν is chosen as
222 Hz for demonstration.
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Figure 3: Experimental asymmetric NMR spectra. (A) formic acid, (B) formaldehyde, (C) acetic
acid, (D) fully labeled acetonitrile. These are partial spectra of the samples. A small magnetic field
(≈ 72.9 nT) is applied along z in the experiments. Results show that the amplitudes of the NMR
peaks with yellow color are different from the corresponding peaks with red color.
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